Island #6: Systems
Participating pirate ships:
Baltimore: 7 in crew
Bologna: 4 in crew
Jo’burg: 8 in crew
Olympia: 7 in crew

Exploration date:
January 28, 2015
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Question 1: What do we need from a system to engage
diversity well and in a way that serves the organisational purpose?
Six themes emerged: Flexibility, Trust & Safety, Diversity, Clear sense of purpose, What an organisation brings (including Structure), and What an individual brings
Flexibility
· 6. " Many paths lead to rome" (flexibility of process) (#9 | Johannesburg)
· 10. Courage and flexibility to embrace change. (#13 | Johannesburg)
· 11. provide a vehicle for moving through diverse purposes to identifying commonality in
goals (#14 | Johannesburg)
· 19. Be open to change the stimulating environment for greater productivity and
creativity. (#36 | Johannesburg)
· 29. Environments that are bounded, yet open; constrained yet flexible paths for
achievement (#60 | Baltimore)
· 30. Understanding the pieces and whole simultaneously (#61 | Baltimore)
· 41. A system that is flexible and responsive to what arises. (#101 | Olympia)
· 47. The system would offer people respect, the time, space, and opportunity to do what they
think is right to move the organization forward. And that the system has an openness to
multiple pathways. (#107 | Olympia)
· 50. Systems that allow individuals to function in the ways that match their personal best: i.e.
lots of variation, or one-on-one interactions, or in-depth discovery. Whatever suits their
temperament and skills. (#110 | Olympia)
· 51. The system should be agenda-free and adaptable to change. (#111 | Olympia)

Trust & Safety
· 1. A safe container. A safe space from and in which to operate. (#4 | Johannesburg)
· 2. Encouraging openness amongst the participants. (#5 | Johannesburg)
· 23. Ability to listen for real. Often we hear and digest information but we don't
"listen" as a state of being, understanding our environment and emphasising. (#42 |
Bologna)
· 26. This plays into mindfulness, as well because by being present your able to better
understand what the environment needs, and build towards that (#44 | Bologna)
· 31. A trusting and safe and collaborative space (#62 | Baltimore)
· 37. Give up control, Trust that interactions work and can be productive, even if we
can't fully understand them. (#68 | Baltimore)
· 40. Empathy and sharing is encouraged through shared experiences and
stories. (#71 | Baltimore)
· 42. Trust in one another and and ourselves to respond to the challenges that appear
spontaneously in the process. (#102 | Olympia)
· 43. Participants need to be open what the system has to offer and the system has to
be open to what the participants have to offer. (#103 | Olympia)
· 44. The freedom and autonomy to take initiative in responding to the problems and
challenges of the process. (#104 | Olympia)
· 45. Create opportunity for understanding and acceptance. (#105 | Olympia)
· 46. Support and encourage group and individual creativity. (#106 | Olympia)
· 49. A recognition, a deep listening and understanding of the differences and a
genuine valuing of alternate perspectives. (#109 | Olympia)
·
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Question 1: What do we need from a system to engage
diversity well and in a way that serves the organisational purpose?
Six themes emerged: Flexibility, Trust & Safety, Diversity, Clear sense of purpose, What an organisation brings (including Structure), and What an individual brings
Diversity
· 12. Inviting and encouraging every voice in the system to be heard. (#15 |
Johannesburg)
· 15. Let the presentation be unusual and presented by unusual people. (#32 |
Johannesburg)
· 20. Amplify a thought to achieve understanding. (#38 | Johannesburg)
· 39. Value being placed on new ideas from all backgrounds and disciplines,
equally. Also important that the innovative ideas are encouraged and
supported. (#70 | Baltimore)
· 48. Allowing and supporting learning that is applicable and useful in multiple
arena, such as the personal, the family, the community as well as the
organization. (#108 | Olympia)
·

Clear sense of purpose
·
·
·
·

3. A significant and meaningful challenge. (#6 | Johannesburg)
9. Buy in to a common purpose (#12 | Johannesburg)
22. Find the unity from diversity. (#41 | Johannesburg)
24. Time when we are thriving are often in cases where we have a objective to reach
and we reach it, like in a video game. So this concept of having jus a goal or
motivation in a thriving system can be problematic because it can close you off. If
you are thriving you don't want to leave the system. So the idea of having
collaborative goals, that expose ourselves to other systems (#43 | Bologna)
· 28. Clear Sense of Purpose (#59 | Baltimore)
·

What an individual brings
· 18. Employ all your senses for a richer experience. (#35 | Johannesburg)
· 33. Maintain individual/ humanity through growth and complexity (#63 | Baltimore
· )

What an organisation brings (including Structure)
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

4. provide opportunity for open-ended conversations. (#7 | Johannesburg)
5. Stimulating and the fun-factor present. (#8 | Johannesburg)
7. Recognition and appreciation of outcomes. (#10 | Johannesburg)
8. mechanism for capturing divergent thinking and seemingly contradictory
content (#11 | Johannesburg)
13. You need a system! It can change along the way, but you need a system. (#16 |
Johannesburg)
14. opportunities for collaboration in pairs and small groups on common quests in the
long or short term. (#17 | Johannesburg)
16. This causes thinking to be more creative as opposed to habitual and
formulaic. (#33 | Johannesburg)
17. Alone can be good, but too much alone can be counter-productive. (#34 |
Johannesburg)
21. Rapid information flow maintains high energy. (#40 | Johannesburg)
25. Having less goals but more tangible, the more abstract the more unorganised the
system (#47 | Bologna)
27. Transparency to understand the systems, New York subway might not be pretty but
its understandable and by understanding the system you feel like you can work inside
it better (#48 | Bologna)
32. We need a culture that values knowledge transfer without entities perceiving each
other as barriers to their own success. Collaboration is rewarded over
competition. (#66 | Baltimore)
34. A culture that rewards creativity and vulnerability (#64 | Baltimore)
35. bringing specialists and generalists together - recognising that you can find
answers and co exist with each other. (#65 | Baltimore)
36. accepting internal polarities - allowing diverse perspectives to inform solution
building. (#67 | Baltimore)
38. Nesting Hierarchies - recognising "wholeness" at multiple levels - maintaining
humanity with scale. Thinking in Proportion. (#69 | Baltimore)

·
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Question 2: What conditions or insights from
thriving systems are we curious to apply in our work?
Five themes emerged (and one piece we didn’t know what to do with): Trust, Flow, Vibrant connection, Sharing of information, and Resources
Trust
· 6. To be able to achieve a context in which you are unthreatened. (#23 |
Johannesburg)
· 16. Transparency understanding and defining your system to better work within
it (#49 | Bologna)
· 20. In political systems you don’t agree with, you can either Exit (So detach yourself),
Voice displeasure (protest), Loyalty (be loyal to the system) and in this we are
missing the last section the collaboration, or co-creation (#52 | Bologna)
· 32. Sense of Inevitability - safety in the resilience of the systems to adapt to
potential failure and change (#83 | Baltimore)
· 39. An environment in which we feel challenged and safe to take risks (#114 |
Olympia)
· 40. Security (emotional) and safety to try solutions . Basic foundation of trust. (#115
| Olympia)
· 42. Trust is huge! (#117 | Olympia)
·

Not categorized (Where does this go?)
· 19. Political systems have three outputs as per A.O HIRSHMAN

Flow
· 1. Being in the now with awareness of the totality of the experience. (#18 |
Johannesburg)
· 4. Uninterrupted, attention and focus. (#21 | Johannesburg)
· 10. coming together of personal gratification and altruism (#27 | Johannesburg)
· 9. Let go of expected outcome and allow for the spontaneous to emerge. (#26 |
Johannesburg)
· 11. It does not take a lot to be happy (#28 | Johannesburg)
· 12. Abandon pre-determined outcomes. (#29 | Johannesburg)
· 13. Set time constraints ( date, Deadlines, time and effort to prepare. (#30 |
Johannesburg)
· 22. Simultaneously Connected to the Past Present and Future (#72 | Baltimore)
· 25. Inclusivity - Extending welcome and presuming welcome (#73 | Baltimore)
· 26. Non-Verbal Shared Experience - Connecting to people through joy (#74 |
Baltimore)
· 27. Maintaining Consistency/ Stability despite change (#76 | Baltimore)
· 28. Commitment to Celebration (#77 | Baltimore)
· 29. Bringing focus - Limiting Distractions - Remove all the noise to be present and
with yourself, your group (#78 | Baltimore)
· 31. A place for ritual, beauty, and heightened awareness. Incorporating the arts and/
or natural places into our experiences. (#80 | Baltimore)
· 33. System can adapt to it's people, and people can adapt to the system. People can
find their own way to flow through. - accept that different modes of experience
provide relevant output. (#84 | Baltimore)
· 37. A sense of play (#112 | Olympia)
· 38. a sense of playfulness (#113 | Olympia)
· 44. Playfulness that is emotionally and physically safe which enhances and supporrts
creativity. (#118 | Olympia)
· 46. conditions that support and allow individuals and groups to experience the
present moment, the right NOW. (#123 | Olympia)
·
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Sharing of information

· 14. Sharing in the right way, so that we aren't overloaded by too much information,
but are still "part of the system" (#45 | Bologna)
· 17. Rules understanding what your boundaries are so that your able to organize
themselves (#50 | Bologna)
· 21. Reflection, often the realisation that in our past we achieved something, is a
powerful thing (#58 | Bologna)
·

Resources

· 5. silence (#22 | Johannesburg)
· 35. A system that gives you time and resources to pursue what you love,
for pure delight. (#86 | Baltimore)
· 41. multitude/variety of resources available to all (#116 | Olympia)
· 45. Including resources, natural and human, that nourish our spirits.
Trees, water, sky as well as laughter, friendship and understanding. (#119
| Olympia)
· 47. Availability of resources to support the work and enhance/encourage
individual skills and abilities. (#120 | Olympia)

Vibrant connection

· 2. Take time out from the stressful work place to appreciate nature. (#19 |
Johannesburg)
· 3. intrinsic meaningful personal reward (#20 | Johannesburg)
· 7. set apart to explore and play, form the normal hum-drum ( Time and
distance) (#24 | Johannesburg)
· 8. To humorously explore our human condition, respectfully. (#25 | Johannesburg)
· 15. Participation, feeling like your out of the system can divide people and lessen
your motivation to work. (#46 | Bologna)
· 18. An interesting framework can be borrowed by sociology ( AGIL; Adaptation, Goal
Attainment, Integration (Rules), Latency (our past) ) THis is a framework to
understand our social systems (#51 | Bologna)
· 30. Ritual (#79 | Baltimore)
· 34. People who have known each other over time, taken risks together, building on
shared experiences and history. (#85 | Baltimore)
· 36. Holding the past as part of the present, adding vitality to our lives. Inviting the
youngest generation to put something new into that system. (#87 | Baltimore)
· 43. people are validated and recognised for their contributions (#121 | Olympia)
· 48. Common understanding and agreement of appropriate behaviours for various
cultural norms; respect of diversity. (#122 | Olympia)
· 49. seek out the resources needed to have a sense of well-being look for ways to
make people whole and complete (#124 | Olympia)
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Question 3: What do we notice about the impact of how
information is shared on the information itself?
Three themes emerged: Emotions & energy, Qualities of the messenger, and The message form

Emotions & energy
· 1. energy and enthusiasm in communication elicits energy and enthusiasm in the
receiver of the information (#31 | Johannesburg)
· 12. Take into account human tendencies (#91 | Baltimore)
· 16. engage feeling or emotion, go beyond data to wisdom and knowledge (#95 |
Baltimore)
· 22. when it is shared with passion and enthusiasm it is a contagious
experience. (#125 | Olympia)
· 24. When the information is shared with enthusiasm, playfulness and humor it is
better received, (#127 | Olympia)
· 32. Information shared from the heart hits the heart. (#135 | Olympia)
· 33. we notice that when information is shared in a manner that is inclusive,
validating and resonating, the impact is a sense of shared experience and
belonging. (#136 | Olympia)
· 34. Emotional, tonal and physical cues can definitely impact the reception of the
information.. (#137 | Olympia)
· 35. information is better received when it is not forced on someone but rather we're
inspired to reach for it. (#138 | Olympia)
·

Qualities of the messenger
· 4. The person delivering the information is very important, so the tone we say things
can have different impact whether that person is a close friend or a complete
stranger (#53 | Bologna)
· 5. If a person ALWAYS tells you you did a good job you stop trusting that person, but
if someone that never tells you anything positive one day gives you a compliment
you feel on top of the world (#54 | Bologna)
· 6. Innovation is also important the same phrase said in different ways can impact
how the information is taken. (#55 | Bologna)
· 7. Body language is also fundamental if the body language doesn't match the
meaning of what we are saying we can misinterpret things or takes things in a
negative fashion (#56 | Bologna)
· 8. Meaning, if we often say things we don’t mean it shows, so meaning what your
saying and creating an environment for meaning to emerge is important (#57 |
Bologna)
· 25. the style in which the information is shared, confidence, enthusiasm, humour,
cleverness etc (#128 | Olympia)
· 26. Presenting information using music and humour can make people more open to
the information. (#129 | Olympia)
· 27. When the attitude or effect of the "teller" is light or playful even difficult
information is better received (#130 | Olympia)
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The message form
· 2. If the system accommodates for the quality of listening, the value of the
information exponentially increases.this can be achieved by; (#37 | Johannesburg)
· 3. allowing for - no interruptions, equal time and opportunity for contributions,
allowing clarification. dedicated focus on specific issues. valuing each contribution
as adding value. (#39 | Johannesburg)
· 9. The medium is as much the message, as the message itself. (#88 | Baltimore)
· 10. There is a fine line between journalism/ propaganda, marketing and research,
data and story. (#89 | Baltimore)
· 11. You see what you want to see, perception is an active process. (#90 | Baltimore)
· 13. The sharing of a personal story with authentic, vivid specificity, including
emotions, awakens empathy. (#92 | Baltimore)
· 14. Dialogue (conversation) brings out collective wisdom, by creating a space for
insight to emerge. (#93 | Baltimore)
·

What do
you see
in this
treasure?

· 15. If the information can be multi-modal - hit different sensories - engages
a broader cross-section of people to interact with the information (#94 |
Baltimore)
· 17. Non-intuitive information challenges our assumptions about what works
to change behaviour, demonstrating that there are other sources of
information out there and we can be open to them, to try new strategies. (#96
| Baltimore)
· 18. Improv and humour bypasses resistance. (#97 | Baltimore)
· 19. Serial podcast - bringing in multiple viewpoints to create pathways into
the story and an unclear outcome. perspectives layer to yield more data make it a richer more engaging story. (#98 | Baltimore)
· 20. they make their own assessment/ opinion. unlocks curiosity and need
for more. connects to the blurring of hero and villain. (#100 | Baltimore)
· 21. The arts open other channels of receptivity, and allow deeper meanings to
emerge by analogy and/or a resonant emotional experience. (#99 | Baltimore)
· 23. Recalling shared experience increases the impact of the
information. (#126 | Olympia)
· 28. When information is experienced rather than or in addition to being taken
in only intellectually it is more powerful and remembered longer. (#131 |
Olympia)
· 29. Recognising different learning styles and tailoring information to those
styles broadens the success of the information transfer. (#132 | Olympia)
· 30. when information is shared in a way that allows personal discovery and
empowerment, actions can be determined to move people forward and into a
new space of knowing oneself (#133 | Olympia)
· 31. Presenting information in a new or unexpected manner may increase
attention and retention. (#134 | Olympia)
· 36. Focused, concise presentation of information leads to better
retention. (#139 | Olympia)
·
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